
Natural • Creative • Fun!



I
’m Damien. I’m a Cambridge wedding 
photographer shooting throughout the 
whole of the UK and beyond. My intention 
is simple; To produce beautiful images that 

capture the genuine spirit, emotion and joy of 
your wedding day with a relaxed, uncontrived 
and unobtrusive approach. 

I’m a part of the newer breed of documentary 
photographers. My emphasis largely is focused 
on natural images and capturing genuine 
emotions. Laughter, tears, fun, joy and love. 

Your wedding day will pass so quickly that it’s 
hard to take it all in. The big moments of the day, 
the small details and the split second gems that 
can easily be missed in the craziness of it all – 

you can rest assured, I will endeavour to capture 
them all in a vibrant, colourful and carefully 
composed set of beautiful images. 

I treat every image as a piece of artwork and 
an important jigsaw piece in telling the story of 
your day. 

My other passion is creating beautiful, 
romantic and genuine portraits of you as a 
couple – relaxed, in love and happy but most 
importantly being yourselves – all in natural soft 
light and surroundings. You won’t see me to be 
carrying tons of equipment around and barking 
instructions at your guests. Just a few group 
shots for the family album and the rest is “as  
it happens”

NO TIME LIMITS
I will cover your wedding from as early in 
the day as you wish right through until you 
want me to finish. Most photographers end 
at the first dance, not me. I’ll be there to 
capture your nearest and dearest having 
the time of their lives! 

NO HIDDEN COSTS
Each of the things listed on my pricing 
page are included in my packages – with 
no additional costs including travel 
anywhere in England. 

KEEPING TO TIME 
Group photos are an essential part of the 
wedding collection, but not much fun for 
your guests. I use a system to get these 
done quickly, usually in around 15 minutes 
so you can all get on with the important 
bit – enjoying yourselves! 

• Introduction  •

• MY 10 PHOTOGRAPHER’S 
PROMISES TO YOU  •
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STAYING CURRENT
I invest a lot of time and money keeping up 
to date with the fast moving changes in both 
photography techniques and the wedding 
industry; this allows me to offer both a  
wealth of experience and a fresh and  
current approach. 

FAST TURNAROUND
Under normal circumstances I will have 
your photos ready in 2 weeks – just 
as many couples return from their 
honeymoon. You won’t have to wait  
6 weeks! 

MIXING WITH THE BEST
I have been trained by, and work with 
some of the best and most highly 
regarded photographers in the UK. 

NO BULK EDITING 
A lot of photographers outsource 
their images to be edited by a third 
party because they’re too busy to do 
it themselves; I don’t. Every image is 
carefully and individually edited by me to 
look and feel as it did in the moment. 

I LOVE WEDDINGS 
I really do! I am so lucky to do what I do and 
I never forget that. I have tremendous fun 
at every wedding and I believe that shines 
through in the photos.

QUALITY OVER QUANTITY
I limit the number of weddings I shoot 
in a year and I never shoot back to 
back weddings within a couple of days. 
I like to ensure my couples receive the 
highest quality work. 

OPTION FOR A SECOND PHOTOGRAPHER
I have a good network of other highly regarded 
photographers that I can call on for the 
ultimate coverage. 
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£1400 THE DIGITAL COLLECTION
l  Me and my services (no hidden costs).
l Pre wedding consultation.
l   Unlimited coverage on the day. From getting ready to well beyond 

the first dance.
l  500+ carefully and beautifully edited images.
l  Pre wedding photoshoot.
l Travel anywhere in England.
l  A Slideshow of the wedding highlights to music.
l  Private online gallery for viewing your photos.
l  Unlimited downloads for easy sharing with loved ones.
l  A USB of the images in a presentation box.

£1850 THE ALBUM COLLECTION
l  Me and my services (no hidden costs).
l Pre wedding consultation.
l   Unlimited coverage on the day. From getting ready to well beyond 

the first dance.
l  500+ carefully and beautifully edited images.
l  Pre wedding photoshoot.
l Travel anywhere in England.
l  A Slideshow of the wedding highlights to music.
l  Private online gallery for viewing your photos.
l  Unlimited downloads for easy sharing with loved ones.
l  A USB of the images in a presentation box.
l  A preview digital album to review before print.
l  A stunning handmade 30 page photo album by Folio Albums.

• PRICING •

• contact •
Website: damienvickersphotography.co.uk 
Email: hello@damienvickersphotography.co.uk 
Phone: 07715 379299

damien_vickers_photographydamienvickersphotography


